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Analysis of Distortion

           Transmission
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Hiroji KusAKA,* Shojiro YoNEDA,* Tamotsu

     (Received June 30, 1964)

KAsAi* and Iichi TAKi*

   In the calculation of the distortion produced in a transmission system of FM wave, the

approximation so far made has considerable error in certain circumstance. In this paper,

the amplitude and phase characteristics of the system are represented by a power series of

frequency and some new theoretical formulas wh ich have suMcient accuracy in the calculation

of the distortion are derivated.

                               I. Introduction

    With the advance of multiplex communication, the limitation for the distortion which

occurs in the transmission system becomes extremely severe in comparison with the case

of singie ohannel.

    The theoretical analysis of the distertion produced in a linear transmission system of

FM waves have been made by many authors.')ny5) However, L.H.Enloe and C.L.Ruthroff6)

pointed out that al1 of these procedures have considerable amount of error, because they

use the simple relation (1) to determine the phase distortion ed(t). The meaning of (1) is

as the fo11owing. Let the input signal ofatransmission system be Si(t), the output be

S,(t), and the phase distortion is represented as ed(t) == Iin log [S,(t)ISi(t)]. When the

distortion is small S,(t) and Si(t) are nearly equal, so S,(t)/Si(t)Eeil+P(t)+Li9(t), and

lP(t)+:i9(t)l <1, where P(t) and 9(t) are real. With this restriction the phase distortion

can be written as fbllows:

                                 e,(t) fu 9(t). (1)
    For computing the distortion of the transmission system of low distortion the methods

using the relation of (1) will certainly be inadequate. From this point of view, we induced

the theoretical fromulas that hacve suMcient accuracy in computing the distortion of any

system when the amplitude and the phase characteristics of the system are given, The

fbrmulas was induced under the concept of the instantaneous frequency given by A. Ditl.')

The instantaneous anguiar frequency de(t)ldt is defined as de(t)/dt=Im [11S,(t). dS,(t)ldt],

When FM wave with the peak frequency deviation atu is applied to a ljnear system, the

instantaneous angular frequency is represented by the sum of the carrier angular frequency

w. and the transent term Re[6(t)]. This transient term is expressed by a power series of

Aco as fbllows:

                                    M                        Re [o(t)] =: 2] Re[W.]･Atu". (2)
                                   n=1

    The harmonic components are determined from Re[W.] which are independent of
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the peak frequency deviation. The first terms of Wl, VV>, Wh･･･derived from Eq. (2)

is identical with the result obtained by uSing Carson and Fry technigue8) on Eq. (1)

and expanding the transfer fanction in a power series of the frequency. However, the

harmonic distortion calculated by using only the first terms is not suMciently accurate as ill-

ustrated in the example of Chapter 4. Moreover, the error has the larger value when only

the first terms are used on a system having unsymmetry about the carrier frequency.

The Eq. (2) has not any restriction such as made to (1), so the formulas obtained in this

paper can be expected to have suMcient accuracy.

                  2. Derivation of theoretical formulas

    Let the FM wave Si(t)=expl'[w.t+dtuItf(t)de] be applied to a linear transmission

system with the transmission charcateristic Tijco). The output wave can be represented by

complex form as S,(t)=G(t) exp b'e(t)], where f(t) is the modulating signal, G(t) and e(t)

and e(t) are the instantaneous amplitude and phase angle, respectivly.

    The instantaneous angular frequency de(t)/dt is defined as fo11ows:

                         e("(t) =- I;.[S6i'(t)/SKt)]. (3)

    Where im [X] means the imaginary part of X.

    Now, let the frequency spectrum of Si(t) be Fi(jca), and the spectrum JFts(1'co) of the

output wave of the system is given by F,(1'co)=T(1'ca).Fi(jca), so the output wave S,(t)

is obtained by performing the inverse Fourier transform of F,(jto). Therefore, (3)

can be written as foHows:

e(i'(t)= Ln [ S:..ju. ' jFli(1'co)' T(1'tu)' eXP [7'cat] dtu/S:..L(ju)' T( 7'tu) eXP [1'cat]dn].

                                                                      (4)
    When the Fourier transform of exp [1'Acaitf(t)dt] is F(1'to), Fi(1'co) is able to ex-.

press as F(jtuti'ca.). Now, we introduce the variable x=to-to.. Substituting the

normalized transmission characteristic TN(jto) for T(ica), we expand it in the power

series of x as fo11ows:

   Ttv(dw) = AN(tu)exp [1'¢N(ca)] = (;;.], Asen'l/(O)x")'ex:)[i .X., ¢sei'!(O)x"]

                                                                      (5)
           == IIIii an. xn

             n=e

    The linear phase term in ¢NUca) has no infiuence upon the distortion, so it subtracted

out before performing calculation. Thus, (4) is expressed as fo11ows:

 e(i'(t) == co. + Re[#.,j:.. a.x""F(7'x) exp [1'xt]du/.X"ne, !:.. cr.x"F(ju) exp [jut]cix])

                                                                     (6)

    Where Re[Y] means the real part of Y, Re [6(t)] is the transient term, and a. is the

constant determined by Eq. (5). As we are interested in only Re fo(t)], so the calculation
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will be made only about 6(t) in the fo11owing.

    By perfbrming the inverse Iiourier transfbrm of Eq. (5), the denominator and numera-

tor can be expressed by a power series ofAca as fbllows:

                     co eo              O(t) = 2] Uil,n'X)le-i,n'acokll+Z U:,.'X)k,.'dcek, (7)

                    k=1 h=1 ,
where U)k,. and Xk,. and the column matrices decided from f(t) and a., respective]y.

The U:,. means a transposed matrix of Uk,. and the suMx n indicates the n row elements

of a column matrix.

        q,. == f

               f(i)

               f(2)
                l

                :
               f(n-i)

        U)la,n= Uk,i

                Uk,2

                Uk,3
                :
                :
                :
                Uk,n

   -Xbn= cre
     ,
           -jui

           -,crz

             l

    Where uk,i (i=1,2,3

Xla-i,.and Vk,k :U2,nX)le

      Re [a(t)] -

where Wk are as fo11ows

            VVI=L,e

            va -

            VV5 -

            i----------tt

            Wk=

    As mentioned above,

are given, the '

i.e.,

ed from Eqs. (5)･･-･(11).

(-7･)n'i.an-i

         ･･･) is the element ef

    , q,.= f2
             (f2)(i)+ff(i)

             (f2)(2)+(ff(i))(i)+ff(2)

              ----------t-----------t-------

             (f2)(n-1)+(ff(1))(n-2)+ ... +ff(n-1)

     .. Uk,!

        u:l +f･ uk-,,,

        u21 ), + juk-i,3

        iit------t--t-----

        U:)n-1+juk-1,n ,

      , Xl," == ' cri ,'"X)le,n =: ak

                -ju2 'juk+t

                Ma3 '`ak÷2                 --                 --                 --                 --                 --               (:1･)ncr. '

                     Uk,.･ Moreever, byusing

    . on Eq. (7), we have the fo11owing equation.
    '

Re[ 2i: V]le,le-,･]tukll+ = Vk,kdcale] -

                     kts=1 ,                                   kr1    k==1

    :

, ---

.

(8)

(9)

( -1' )n-i. crk+n-i

         Vk,k-,=U

Z Re [ VV,] ･ dcak ,

:)rt-

(10)

              q,,- Wl･ lll,,

              va,,- JIi>･ X,,- Wl･ K,,                                                                  (11)

                 --t--------t--t--t--t--t--

              Vle,h-,- W,.,･ Vl,,- Wle-,. va,, ･･, Wl. V)t-,,k-, ･

                  when the amplitude and the phase characteristics of a system

        mstantaneous angular frequency of FM wave modulated by a signal f(t),

the wave demodulated by the ideal discriminator with the ideal limiter can be comput-

                 In general, va]b has the higher order terms of ai and the product
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terms of ai,aj,ak,.... However, we can make the reasonable approximation

Eq. (10) by considering the signal f(t), the constant ai and the deviation Ato.

from

         A, - B,+P,+P,+･･･ - ZP2i
                            i-gO

         B, - P,+P3+Ps+''' = ZP2i+i
                            i--o

    va = EL {A, cos 2pt+1'B2 sin 2Pt}

         n
         A, = 6B,+30P,+126P,+･･･-2X2 P,i.,P,j+,
                                   i ]'
         B, == 2P, + 14P, + 62P, + ･ ･ ･ - Z IE (P,i+,P,,･+, + P2i+iP2d+i)

                                 i J'
    VVk - -!- {A, cos 3Pt +7'B, sin 3Pt+ A5 cos Pt +7'B5 sin pt}

         4p2

         A, - 18P, +270P,+ ･･･ -Z P,,.,(4P,+22P, +94P,+ ･･･)
                             i
              - Z te,,.,(9iB, + 45/9, + 189P, + ･･･ )

                j
              -2 Z 2] (P,i.,P,,･.,P,k+,+3P2i+,P2,･+iP2k+2)

                i l' k
         B, = 3P, + 75P, +903P, + ･･･ - Z P,,.,(9P, +45fi, + 189P,+ ･･･)

                                 i
              - Z P,i. ,(4P, + 22tB, + 94t8, + ･･ ･)

                i
              - Z 2 Z (P2i+,P2J･+,P2k+, + 3P2i+2P2i･+2P2k+i)

                iik
         A5 == 5P, +29P,+ ･･･ +21 P,,.,(6P, +30P,+ ･･･)

                           i
              - Z P,,.,(3P, + 15P, + 113tB, + ･･ ･)

                i
              - Z Z Z (P2i+2P2,'+2P2k+2- P2i+iP2,`+iP2k+2)

                i v' k
         Bg = 3P, + 14P, + 62P, + ･･･ + 2] P,,.,(3P, + 15P, + 63P, + ･･･)

                                i
              -ZP,,.,(4iEl,+10P,+34P,+･･･) ･
                i
              + 2 Z Z (P2i+iP2,･+iP2k+i M P2i+2P2j+2P2k+i) ･

                iik
   The major terms are limited to the third term VVli in the above formulas,

.･･ , wi11 be obtained by the same procedures.

able to derived the fundamental component from VVI, VVli,

from VV>, Wl, ･･･, and the third harmonic from VVI,, VVk, ･･･.

the phaes characteristics

carrier frequency, respectively, the even terms ef VPLk disappear.

                      3. Harmonic distortion

   Let the modulation be a sinusoidal wave. Thenf(t) == cos pt, where p is the angular

frequency of modu!ation. Substituting cospt forf(t) in Eq. (8), from Eqs. (10) and (11)

we obtain the fo11owing equations, provided a.p" ==P.,

    Wl = A, cos Pt +1'B, sin pt

                            co                                                             (12)

(13)

(14)

                                    but VL, VVk,
               As expressed in (12), (13) and (14), we are

                        IZ, .･･, the second hormonic

                           When the amplitude and
of a system have even symmetry and odd symmetry about the

                            When a system has the
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linear phase and its amplitude is symmetrical ahout carrier frequency, Wl, VPili, W,, ･･･

are represented by cosine terms. And when a system has the flat amplitude but odd sym-

metry of phase, Wl, va, VL,･･･ are represented by sine and cosine terms.

    Now, let PVI, W,, VIZh, ..･ be approximated by only the first term in (12) and (13),

                      'we have

         VVI f f cos pt

                1         W, ftrf 2pT(6P, cos 2Pt+1'2P, sin 2Pt) (ls)

                1 (18p, cos 3pt+1'3P, in 3Pt+5P, cos Pt+1'3P, sin Pt)
         W, Tu
               4p2

    The above equations are identical with the results obtained by using Carson and Fry

technique on (1). P, has no relation to the distortion in Eq. (15), however P,, P2, P,, ･･･

are eontained in the higher order harmonic components obtained from Eqs. a2).N-(14) as

fo11ows :

        fundamental amplitude:

                                                   Aco2                           dto2                                                       lh, [Bg])2}i!2                              Re [Ag])2 +(I;.[Bi] +             Aoo {(Re[A,] +
                                                   tlv2                           02

         the econd harmonic amp!itude:

                           dco2                              {(Re [A,])2 +(L.[B,])2}ii2
                           ep

         the third harmonic amplitude:

                           aco3 {(Re [A,])2 +(L.[B,])2}i12 .

                           4p2

    Where, we supposed that the harmonic components obtained from

Re [VVk].]co5) ･･･ are negligibly small.

(16)

Re [Wl] ･ ]ca4,

                                4. Examples

    In general, when the transmission charactlistic is given, we can at once calculate

the harmonic distortions from(16) by obtaining Pi (i=O,1,2,3,･･･) of(12).･v(14). As exam-

ples of calculation we show the cases of [1] the m-tstages synchronized tuned amplifier and

[2] the m-stages critica! coupled double tuned amplifier as a band pass amplifier. The

results of the calculation are shown in Table I and II. In Tabie I Pi of each case are

listed. In the Table II the klirr-attenuations of the third harmonic are shown fbr the

case which the peak frequency deviation is 75KC, modulating frequency is 20 KC and the

total bandwidth B. is twice the sum of them. Approximations are obatined from Eq.

(15).

    The result of the example [1] shows that there are the differences of considerable

amounts between the value obtained from Eq. (14) and that of the approximation obtained

from Eq. (15).
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Table I. Characteristics , and

provided fi.==a.P",
coethcients in [1]

m=:no. of stages.
and [2],

[1]Pi.S,'dagZSmpVl:C.h,'O"iXed

Amplitude characteristic AN(x)

JPhase ch2racteristic ¢N(x)

Bandwidth per a stage B

B
o

/?1

e
,

fl3

fi4

P
5

fi6

'
(

      AN(o)

       (!)      A       N(e)

    A(N"(o)
         p2
      2!

    J･¢CN33)!(o)p,

    A(1)(o)
         p4
      4!

¢(Ns5)!(o)+A(N')(o)¢(rv')(o) )ps

A(N')(o)

 6!

2.3!

p6

{1+(n-XB)2}-m!2

x-marctan-

nB

B.(2ilM-1)-i/2

1

--
ll:"(n-PB)2

1'-
:(n-PB)3

m(ms+2) (.2B)`

-1'M(5'3o+6) (.lhPB)5

2m(m+s2!)(m+4) (;}t7)6

[2]:.-iZr.emath,ic.a.iso,tip,,Sed

   {1+(z-XB)4}rml2

-marctan V2-X/nB
        1-(x/xB)2

  B. (2'IM-1)-i14

        1

-,vg'-(,IB/)3

-S'(l.)4

j･Vim(.-pB)5

Table II. Klirr-attenuations calculated from Table I.

IVb. of st`rges

Third harmonic ktirr-attennation

Third harmonic klirr-attenuation
b.v opDroxiination

(db)

(db)

[1]

1

33,44

25,94

2

37,06

31,24

3

38,86

34,94

[2]

1

23,80

23,02

2

22,46

21,60

3

21,28

20,48

                               5. Conclusion

    The amplitude and the phase characteristics of a transmission system are expended

by a power series, and the instantaneous frequency of FM wave is calculated from Eqs.

(6),(10) and (11). As shown in Eqs. (12)･N,(14), the higher order and the product terms of

Pi,Py,Pk, ..･, which are not found in the approximate method, appear in this accurate

calculation of the distortion. Therefbre, when the higher order derivatives of the trans-

mission characteristics can not be negligible due to unsymmetry etc., we can obtain the

suMcientlyaceurate values ofthe harmonie distortions frem Eqs. (12) (14) and (16). Thus,

we believe that the foumulas derived in this paper have the more accuracy than the approxi-

mation so far made.
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